EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PORTAL

MyAGB
Your personalized employee benefits (EB) online portal to explore the
details of your program and keep track of your priorities.
MyAGB offers access to a flexible employee benefits information sharing
environment based on both, global
and local expertise.

A one-stop-shop solution
to manage your employee
benefits around the globe.

Your personalized EB
journey - compliant with
GDPR.

Advantages.
It provides high-quality data analytics, insights and reporting, thus
enhancing customer experience and
addressing your need for transparency, interpretation and action.
This enables you to
keep track of your employee benefits
spend and priorities, identify opportunities to optimize cost and design of
your programs, get a detailed understanding of the key drivers of profit
and business performance, and may
therefore offer valuable help with
governance and decision-making.
Elements.
Your portal comes with an executive
summary of your business, an inbox
for important documents and relevant
market insights.

About Allianz Global Benefits (AGB).
AGB) is specialized in implementing
local employee benefits products,
insurance solutions and services into
global programs. The headquarters
of the network is based in Germany
and operates a strong global network
of more than 110 Allianz subsidiaries and selected external insurance
partners in over 90 countries. Leveraging on the geographical scale, the
expertise and the customer centricity
of its network partners, AGB addresses the needs of multinational companies of managing employee benefits
globally.
Data driven culture.
Our solutions are data driven and provide you quality insights and reporting, so that you can easily keep track
on the development of your employee
benefits strategy.

In concrete this means
•
•
•
•
•

A Management Summary
A Reporting Dashboard
Documents
Market Insights (global network)
Market News (global media)
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PORTAL

Your EB journey is individualized according to
different user roles, aligned with your feedback
and continuously improved according your requirements. It contains comprehensive sections
on financials and health, the core of the report
being a global overview.
Reporting Dashboard
A reporting dashboard is seamlessly integrated with the portal and users are provided
with customized access and the possibility to
download the summary reports as pdf-file. In
addition, they can download the underlying
data behind each graph and table that is shown
in the dashboard in the .xlsx format as well as
the picture of the graphs and tables in the .png
format to further use them in presentations.
Geographical Markets
The reporting dashboard of the portal highlights
relevant insights and allows clients to explore
the performance of their employee benefits
programs in each country. This includes health
reports for each client subsidiary and country
health reports for each country covered in the
global program. Depending on the roles of the
users, there is the additional possibility to explore the employee benefits programs by self-defined regions. The availability of these features
may vary between markets, depending on the
existence of ICD-10 reporting and/or if the group
size is compliant with GDPR.
Insight Focus Reporting
MyAGB is set up to offer users predictive analytic capabilities through global heatmapping
with the aim to analyze and interpret the information stored in the portal and hence foster
detailed local discussions and action to improve
performance, react to inflation trends and contain costs.

Shaping your global employee benefits
journey together.
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MyAGB
Features.
Reporting Dashboard
Customized access and
executive business summary.

Geographical markets
Performance of EB programs in
each country.

Insight focus reporting
Analyzation and interpretation of
information.

For more information
please contact your sales representative.
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